In situ synthesis of SnO2 nanoparticles encapsulated in micro/mesoporous carbon foam as a high-performance anode material for lithium ion batteries
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SnO2 has high capacity but poor cycling stability for Li-ion batteries due to pulverization and aggregation. Herein, we tackle these two challenges by uniformly dispersing carbon coated nanoSnO2 into a micro-sized porous carbon matrix to form a nano-SnO2/C composite anode using a facile and scalable in situ synthesis strategy. The SnO2@C nanocomposite exhibits a capacity of 640 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 500 mA g\(^{-1}\) in the initial 150 cycles and then increases to 720 mA h g\(^{-1}\) and maintains this capacity for 420 cycles. The superior electrochemical performance with long cycle lifetimes of the carbon foam–SnO2 nanocomposites could be attributed to their unique carbon microstructures: the network of carbon sheets provides favorable electron transport, while the interconnected micro-/mesopores can serve as the effective channels of lithium ion transport, thereby supplying short lithium ion diffusion pathways. Meanwhile, these pores surrounding the active species of nanoSnO2 along with flexible carbon nanosheets can accommodate the severe volume variations during prolonged electrochemical cycling and mitigate the Sn aggregation. The present study provides a large-scale synthesis route to synthesize SnO2-based anode materials with superior electrochemical performance for lithium ion batteries.

Introduction

Rechargeable lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have been extensively employed as energy sources for portable electronic devices\(^{1}\) and are now showing promising applications in electric vehicles and grid energy storage.\(^{2,3}\) As promising anode materials, tin-based compounds have been extensively investigated due to their high theoretical capacities and low voltage plateau vs. Li+/Li.\(^{1,4-6}\) Among them, SnO2 is considered to be the most attractive anode material due to its high theoretical capacity of 790 mA h g\(^{-1}\).\(^{7}\) However, the poor cycling performance caused by serious Sn particle aggregation and considerable volume change upon cycling hampers its industrial applications.\(^{8}\) Besides, the intrinsic low electrical conductivity of SnO2 also reduces the rate performance. Several strategies have been reported to circumvent these intractable issues. One effective protocol is to design SnO2 nanomaterials with different morphologies ranging from 1D nanorods to 3D nanostructures,\(^{9-14}\) which can effectively sustain the volume variation, and more effectively access to Li\(^+\) ions in the electrolytes.\(^{15}\) Another useful approach is to construct SnO2 nanocomposites with conducting materials such as amorphous carbon,\(^{16-18}\) graphene,\(^{19-26}\) carbon tubes,\(^{27}\) graphite\(^{28-30}\) and conducting polymers\(^{31}\) to improve the conductivity of SnO2 anodes, circumvent the aggregation and pulverization of Sn nanoparticles. Sun et al.\(^{32}\) deposited the SnO2 nanoparticles onto the graphene nanosheets using the atomic layer deposition (ALD) method. Wang et al.\(^{33}\) fabricated graphene–SnO2 sandwich structures, using GO and SnCl2 as the precursors. Using the hard template method, Lou et al.\(^{34}\) designed a coaxial SnO2@carbon hollow sphere. These SnO2/ carbon composites with precisely controlled structure exhibit a high capacity and long cycling life. However, complex and expensive synthesis methods limit wide applications of these materials. To reduce the cost, Wang et al.\(^{35}\) fabricated the SnO2@C composite by a simple impregnation–calcination method, but the SnO2@C composite provides a capacity of 730 mA h g\(^{-1}\) in the 10th cycle and quickly drops to 590 mA h g\(^{-1}\) in the 50th cycle. More recently, Jahel et al.\(^{36}\) synthesized a micro/mesoporous SnO2/C composite by impregnating tin salt...
solution into the porous carbon. The composite was reported to possess a reversible initial capacity of 916 mA h g\(^{-1}\), but the capacity drops to maintain 560 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 100 cycles at a rate of 1 C. The SnO\(_2\)/C composites synthesized using facile methods show unsatisfactory cycling stability due to their inhomogeneous structure. The synthesis of a SnO\(_2\)-based electrode with superior lithium storage performance using a scalable and facile method still remains a significant challenge.\(^{26}\)

The ease of fabrication of electrode materials that can be mass produced at low cost is of great interest on an industrial scale.\(^{27}\)

In this study, SnO\(_2\)@C nanocomposites with superior electrochemical performance were synthesized using a facile and scalable solution–evaporation–calcination method (Scheme 1). The \textit{in situ} synthesized composite exhibits a high capacity of 420 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 2000 mA g\(^{-1}\) and maintains 720 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 500 mA g\(^{-1}\) for 420 cycles, which is similar to or better than the SnO\(_2\)/C composite synthesized using very expensive soft\(^{28}\) or hard template methods.\(^{29}\) The exceptional performance of the SnO\(_2\)@C nanocomposite is attributed to the unique structure. In the SnO\(_2\)@C nanocomposite, SnO\(_2\) nanoparticles uniformly dispersed in the micro/mesoporous carbon matrix, where the porous carbon can effectively accommodate the volume change of SnO\(_2\) during lithiation/delithiation, quickly transport the electrons and Li-ions, and mitigate the nano-Sn aggregation.

Experimental section

Material synthesis

Stannous sulfate (SnSO\(_4\)), sodium sulfate (Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\)), sulfuric acid (H\(_2\)SO\(_4\)) and sucrose (C\(_{12}\)H\(_{22}\)O\(_{11}\)) were purchased from Sino-pharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. SnO\(_2\) nanoparticles (~50 nm) were purchased from Aladdin Co. Ltd. All reagents were of analytical grade and used as received without any further purification. To prepare the carbon foam–nanoSnO\(_2\) composite, SnSO\(_4\) (12 g), carbon precursor of sucrose (12 g), and the dispersant Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (24 g) were dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water. Sulfuric acid (2 mL) was added to the solution to suppress the hydrolysis of SnSO\(_4\) and catalyze the carbonization of sucrose. The resulting mixed solution was dried in a drying oven under severe stirring, followed by ball milling for 20 min to obtain very fine powder. After that, the powder was calcined at 400 °C for 2 h and subsequently at 600 °C for 4 h in a tube furnace under an Ar atmosphere and then cooled to room temperature in the presence of Ar. The obtained black product was washed with deionized water several times to dissolve Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) and then a pure carbon foam–nanoSnO\(_2\) (SnO\(_2\)@C) composite was obtained.

Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments of the samples were performed on an XPert Pro X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical, the Netherlands) with Cu K\(_\alpha\) radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on a VG ESCALAB MARK II system with Mg K\(_\alpha\) radiation (1253.6 eV) at a base pressure of 1 × 10\(^{-8}\) Torr. All binding energy values were referenced to the C 1s peak of carbon at 284.6 eV with an uncertainty of ±0.2 eV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 F30) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU-70) were performed to examine the morphology and microstructure of the products. Pore size distributions, specific surface areas and pore volumes of the samples were characterized by N\(_2\) adsorption by means of a Quantachrome Autosorb-1C system using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods.

Electrochemical investigation

The electrochemical tests were performed using a coin-type half cell (CR 2025). Metallic lithium was used as the negative electrode. To prepare working electrodes, SnO\(_2\)@C or nanoSnO\(_2\)–CB mixture (70 : 25), carbon black (CB), styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR) and sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) with a mass ratio of 90 : 5 : 2.5 : 2.5 were mixed into a homogeneous slurry in deionized water with a pestle and mortar. The slurry mixture was coated onto Cu foil and then dried at 80 °C for 4 h in a drying oven under vacuum. The electrolyte solution was comprised of 1 M LiPF\(_6\) in ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC)/ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC) (1 : 1 : 1 by volume). The cells were assembled with a polypropylene (PP) microporous film (Celgard 2300) as the separator. Charge–discharge experiments were performed at a constant current density between 0.005 and 3 V using a LAND CT2001A Battery Cycler at room temperature. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on the CHI660E electrochemical workstation in the potential range of 0–3.0 V (vs. Li\(^+\)/Li\(^-\)) at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s\(^{-1}\).

Results and discussion

In the present work, using SnSO\(_4\) as a SnO\(_2\) source and sucrose as carbon sources, and Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) as a dispersant, a facile solution-
SnO$_2$ nanocrystals and the polymerization network carbonizes, the average crystal size is about 14.5 nm for SnO$_2$ nanoparticles. The fraction of nanoSnO$_2$ in the composite is calculated to be 71.1%. The phases of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite were characterized by XRD. For comparison, the pattern of the commercial nanoSnO$_2$ (~50 nm) is also shown. Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite and commercial nanoSnO$_2$. All peaks in the XRD patterns of the composite can be indexed to tetragonal SnO$_2$ (JCPDS no. 41-1445). Compared to the XRD patterns of the commercial nanoSnO$_2$ samples, the wide diffraction peaks of the SnO$_2$@C nanocomposites may be attributed to the small SnO$_2$ particle sizes. The average grain size of SnO$_2$ nanoparticles in the composites is calculated from the three largest diffraction peaks (110), (101) and (211) by using the Scherrer equation ($d = 0.9\lambda/\beta\cos \theta$), and the estimated average crystal size is about 14.5 nm for SnO$_2$ nanoparticles. The carbon content in SnO$_2$@C nanocomposites was determined using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Fig. S1†). The fraction of nanoSnO$_2$ in the composite is calculated to be 71.1% by weight. The SnO$_2$ percentage of the composite is higher than that of most of the composites synthesized by impregnation methods, which ensures a higher reversible capacity for the composite.

The morphology of the SnO$_2$@C composite was studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Fig. 2a–c), scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. 2d and e) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, Fig. 2f). As shown in Fig. 2a, typical SnO$_2$@C porous particles are in micro-size with a diameter of 1.5 μm. In the magnified TEM images (Fig. 2b and c), SnO$_2$ nanoparticles are uniformly distributed and entangled in the micro-sized carbon matrix. The carbon matrix is composed of carbon nanosheets, which can be clearly observed in Fig. 2a, b and e, denoted as CS in the figure. From Fig. 2a, b and e, it can be clearly seen that the nanoparticles of SnO$_2$ are totally blanketed and separated by the carbon sheets. The HRTEM image (Fig. 2f) demonstrates that the SnO$_2$ nanoparticles are in a single crystal with a size of 10–20 nm, which is consistent with the XRD results. Lattice fringes with a spacing of 0.26 nm can be seen from the HRTEM image, corresponding to the (101) planes of SnO$_2$. It is worth noting that no visible change can be observed after ultrasonicating the dispersion solution of the SnO$_2$@C composite in ethanol for up to 6 h (Fig. S2†), which demonstrates the strong interaction between the SnO$_2$ and carbon sheets. The strong interaction between SnO$_2$ and carbon will greatly enhance the charge–discharge cycling stability.

Compared to 2D composites, such as nanosheet supported materials, 3D nanoporous SnO$_2$@C composite particles with micro-size can better accommodate the volume change and refrain the cracking, crumbling and SnO$_2$ pulverization because the carbon matrix with layers of carbon sheets can safeguard the in situ formed nanoSnO$_2$ in all directions. In the case of two dimensional composites, the amorphous alloy aggregates generated after lithiation are easily peeled off from the surface of the supporters upon cycling because of the weak contact between the particle and supporters, therefore leading to a fast decay of the electrode capacity.

The structures of SnO$_2$@C nanoporous composites were further characterized using a surface-sensitive high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Fig. 3 shows the typical full XPS spectra of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite and commercial nano-SnO$_2$. The photoelectron lines at a binding energy of about 285 and 532 eV observed both in the SnO$_2$@C porous composite and commercial nano-SnO$_2$ are attributed to C 1s and O 1s, respectively. Intensive peaks of Sn 3d$_{5/2}$ and 3d$_{3/2}$ at ~487 and ~495 eV are clearly observed in commercial nano-SnO$_2$ nanoparticles, but are almost absent for the SnO$_2$@C porous composite. Since the atomic sensitivity factor of Sn is much higher than those of C and O, the dramatic reduction in signals of Sn 3d$_{5/2}$ and 3d$_{3/2}$ implies that the in situ formed SnO$_2$ nanoparticles in the SnO$_2$@C nanoporous composite are covered by carbon layers, which is in good agreement with the above SEM and TEM observations. The carbon layer coating on nano-SnO$_2$ can increase the electronic conductivity and prevent nano-Sn aggregations during repeated lithiation/delithiation.
The porous structure of SnO2@C was determined by N2 isothermal adsorption/desorption measurements. Fig. 4 depicts the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of the composite and the corresponding pore size distribution determined by the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) model (inset, Fig. 4). The BET specific surface area is measured to be \( \sim 326 \text{ m}^2\text{ g}^{-1} \), which is much higher than that of the composite synthesized by the impregnation method.\(^{46}\) The large specific surface area would be beneficial to increase the contact with electrolyte and Li diffusion upon lithiation/delithiation. The pore size distribution (inset of Fig. 4) shows that the composite exhibits a mixed micro-/mesoporous structure. The micropores may come from the carbonization of sucrose due to the release of volatile species,\(^{46}\) while the mesopores arise from the dissolvation of Na2SO4 after calcination. Based on the BET data, the specific pore volume of SnO2@C is calculated to be 0.65 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\). The mesopores associated with micropores can effectively accommodate the severe volume changes during electrochemical lithiation/delithiation processes, which would increase the general mechanical resistance of the composite matrix as a whole.

Fig. 2  (a) TEM image of the SnO2@C porous composite. (b) and (c) are the magnified images of the border and interior of the composite, respectively. The inset of (b) shows the EDS result of the composite. The presence of Cu is derived from the copper mesh that supports the carbon film with the sample during measurement. (d) and (e) are SEM images of the SnO2@C foam. (f) HRTEM image of the SnO2@C porous composite. CS denotes carbon sheets.

Fig. 3  XPS survey scans of (a) commercial SnO2 nanoparticles and (b) as-prepared SnO2@C porous composite.

Fig. 4  N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of the SnO2@C porous composite; the inset is the BJH pore size distribution curve.
The electrochemical performance of the SnO\(_2@C\) porous composite was evaluated using coin-type half cells and compared to that of commercial nano-SnO\(_2\). Fig. 5a shows the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the SnO\(_2@C\) electrode in the first six cycles between 0.005 and 3 V vs. Li\(^+\)/Li. A small lithiation (cathodic) shoulder at 0.7–0.95 V and a large peak at 0.1 V in the first cycle can be assigned to the irreversible formation of Li\(_2\)O/SEI and a Li\(_x\)Sn alloy, respectively. During the first delithiation (anodic) process, the strong peak at 0.7 V and the broad peak at 1.26 V correspond to the delithiation phase transition from the Li\(_x\)Sn alloy to Sn.\(^{25}\) The CV curves of the following cycles almost overlap, implying the excellent reversibility of the SnO\(_2@C\) electrode. Fig. 5b shows the charge–discharge profiles of the SnO\(_2@C\) electrode at a current rate of 500 mA g\(^{-1}\) between 0.005 and 3 V. A delithiation plateau at 0.7 V is observed in the first discharge of commercial SnO\(_2\) nanoparticles (Fig. S3†) and becomes a slope plateau at 0.7–0.5 V for the SnO\(_2@C\) nanoporous composite (Fig. 5b), which is due to the formation of SEI and the conversion of SnO\(_2\) to Li\(_2\)O and Sn.\(^{33}\) This potential plateau is significantly reduced in the second lithiation, demonstrating the irreversible reaction of SEI formation and conversion reaction. The initial discharge and charge capacities of the SnO\(_2@C\) composite are 1473 and 640 mA h g\(^{-1}\) with a coulombic efficiency of 43.4%. The relatively low initial coulombic efficiency is ascribed to the irreversible conversion of SnO\(_2\) into Sn and Li\(_2\)O and the formation of SEI films with minor contribution from the irreversible insertion of Li\(^+\) into the micropores in the carbon matrix.\(^{35}\) The cycling performances of the SnO\(_2@C\) composite and nanoSnO\(_2\) are shown in Fig. 5c. The reversible capacity of the SnO\(_2@C\) porous composite gradually increases from initial 640 mA h g\(^{-1}\) to more than 720 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at the 200th cycle, and maintain 720 mA h g\(^{-1}\) for 410 cycles. A volumetric capacity of 1100 mA h cm\(^{-3}\) is achieved for SnO\(_2@C\). The behavior of capacity increase has been reported for the Sn/C nanocomposite,\(^{38,52}\) SnO\(_2\) nanocomposite\(^{33}\) and other metal oxide systems,\(^{54,55}\) which can be attributed to the reversible formation and decomposition of an organic polymeric/gel-like layer from the electrolyte during discharge–charge cycling,\(^{52}\) or delithiation/lithiation of LiOH.\(^{56}\) The coulombic efficiency increases from initial 43.4% to >99.5% in ten cycles and 99.5% of coulombic efficiency is maintained for 410 cycles. In contrast, the capacity of commercial nanoSnO\(_2\) quickly drops from 650 mA h g\(^{-1}\) to 30 mA h g\(^{-1}\) in 40 cycles. The rapid capacity decline is also reported for many nanoSnO\(_2\) materials.\(^{15,17,57,58}\) The SnO\(_2@C\) composite with the porous carbon matrix also exhibits much exceptional rate capability, as shown in Fig. 6. The SnO\(_2@C\) porous composite can provide 730 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 200 mA g\(^{-1}\), 510 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 1000 mA g\(^{-1}\), 420 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 2000 mA g\(^{-1}\), and 250 mA h g\(^{-1}\) even at a current density of 4000 mA g\(^{-1}\), which is one of the best performances among the
reported SnO$_2$/C composites.$^7$ Remarkably, when the current rate is reduced back to 200 mA g$^{-1}$ after more than 100 cycles, the initial capacity is completely recovered.

The excellent cycling stability and rate capability of the SnO$_2$@C porous electrode might be attributed to the unique nanoporous structure of micro-sized SnO$_2$@C. Specifically, the primary island-like SnO$_2$ nanoparticles possess a short distance for Li$^+$ ion diffusion and a large electrode–electrolyte contact area for high Li$^+$ ion flux across the interface, leading to the enhanced rate capability.$^{15,59}$ The carbon sheets can sufficiently act as the electron conducting channels during lithiation/delithiation processes and prevent the aggregation of Sn nanoparticles. Meanwhile, the local empty space around the SnO$_2$ nanoparticles associated with the carbon sheets can effectively accommodate the large volume change, thus leading to improved lithium-storage properties. The highly uniform nanoSnO$_2$@C morphologic aspect allows full utilization of SnO$_2$ nanoparticles to react with lithium ions, thus providing high capacity and improving the cycling stability. It is worth mentioning that the capacity retention of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite is significantly enhanced when compared with many other SnO$_2$ composites$^{59-61}$ due to the unique structure of uniform dispersion of carbon coated SnO$_2$ nanoparticles in the micro-sized porous carbon matrix.

The structural and morphological changes of the SnO$_2$@C nanoporous composite after 100 cycles were investigated using TEM, SEM and EDS analyses. Fig. 7a and b present TEM images of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite after the 100th lithiation/delithiation cycle. No pulverization and agglomeration of the material are observed, which can explain the excellent cycling stability of the SnO$_2$@C porous composite. Fig. 7d shows the elemental mapping results of Fig. 7c for the distribution of Sn, O and C elements on the composite. As can be seen, the Sn and O signals are much stronger than that of C in the composite. In addition, the elemental mapping clearly indicates homogeneously dispersed Sn, O and C. This homogeneity implies a highly dispersed Sn distribution without any detectable aggregation, which will be favorable for lithiation/delithiation processes. The large amount of C outside the composite is derived from the double sided carbon tape which was used for SEM measurements.

**Conclusions**

In summary, we have synthesized a hierarchical SnO$_2$@C composite with carbon coated SnO$_2$ nanoparticles uniformly dispersed in the micro-sized porous carbon matrix using a facile and scalable solution-evaporation–calcination method.
The SnO2@C nanoporous composite can provide a capacity of 420 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 2000 mA g\(^{-1}\) and maintain 720 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 500 mA g\(^{-1}\) for 420 cycles. The exceptional performance is attributed to the unique SnO2/C nanoporous structure, where the uniformly dispersed carbon coated SnO2 nanoparticles in the porous carbon matrix can (1) increase the electronic and ionic transport in the electrode, (2) effectively accommodate the volume variations of SnO2 during lithiation/delithiation, and (3) prevent Sn nanoparticles from aggregation, thus providing high rate performance and cycling stability. Combining a simple and scalable synthesis method with excellent electrochemical performance, the present strategy makes the SnO2@C porous composite a promising anode material for LIBs.
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